
FELICA CASE

FeliCa is a contactless RFID smart card system from Sony in Japan, primarily used in electronic . used as electronic
money in some unmarked areas. 1: In many cases, there are multiple operators accepting the same card in the same
area.

As time went on we understood how hard this part had had to work to look good at school, earn top marks,
and reassure her parents who she secretly felt she had to look after. A number of Felica Mobile competitors
have lost money in countries such as Brazil, Argentina, and Venezuela due to volatile forex market.
DoCoMo's managers must determine how best to profit from mobile FeliCa. As she hung in, she began to feel
in her heart an old denied self that had got used to being squashed and apologised for. It has to come from the
data provided within the case study rather than data from outside world. SWOT analysis will help us in not
only getting a better insight into Felica Mobile present competitive advantage but also help us in how things
have to evolve to maintain and consolidate the competitive advantage. This will help you in building a
weighted SWOT analysis which reflects the real importance of factors rather than just tabulation of all the
factors mentioned in the case. Reasons â€” At the second stage provide the reasons for the conclusions. It can
further impact the cost of doing business in certain markets. According to Stephen P. Eisenmann , the business
model of Felica Mobile can be easily replicated by players in the industry. Strengths and Weaknesses are
result of Felica Mobile internal factors, while opportunities and threats arise from developments in external
environment in which Felica Mobile operates. Evidences â€” Finally you should provide evidences to support
your reasons. Felica Mobile needs to build strategies to operate in such an environment. Strengths - Strong
Balance Sheet â€” The financial statement of Felica Mobile looks strong and will help the company going
forward. She was outwardly very successful â€” and earned a lot of money. Environmental Factors -
Consumer activism is significantly impacting Felica Mobile branding, marketing and corporate social
responsibility CSR initiatives. Felicia was in my experience unusual in that she could fairly easily identify a
part, and then felt able to see it rather than be it. Almost all of the case studies contain well defined situations.
Felica Mobile should closely consider the forex inflow and outflow. Felica Mobile should closely monitor
consumer disposable income level, household debt level, and level of efficiency of local financial markets. If
she stopped running, how did she fit in with her peers? Opportunities - E-Commerce and Social Media
Oriented Business Models â€” E-commerce business model can help Felica Mobile to tie up with local
suppliers and logistics provider in international market. It helps in communicating the points directly and the
direction one took. Weakness - Felica Mobile business model can be easily replicated by competitors â€”
According to Stephen P. Technological Factors - Artificial intelligence and machine learning will give rise to
importance of speed over planning. Social media growth can help Felica Mobile to reduce the cost of entering
new market and reaching to customers at a significantly lower marketing budget. The options, which are not
mutually exclusive, include: increasing mobile phone subscriber acquisition and retention rates by offering
"sticky" differentiated new services; extracting monopoly rents from a joint venture with Sony, FeliCa's
inventor that will license FeliCa technology to other mobile phone companies and application providers; and
profiting from eMoney retail payments either through partnerships with incumbent financial services firms or
by offering payment services directly. Staying with and settling down into her experience, she began to feel at
large, free and solid in a way that was quite new for her. The credit for the performance goes to successful
execution and efficient operations management. Case Authors : Stephen P. Gradually as we explored her parts
Jung calls them autonomous complexes, analysts may call them self-states â€” its all the same phenomena we
came to realise how much Felicia was run by a part that was bent on proving how good she was. Contact me
Case Study: Felicia 'Felicia' came to see me feeling that she did not know what to do with herself when she
went home. Political Factors - Political and Legal Structure â€” The political system seems stable and there is
consistency in both economic policies and foreign policies. Evidences should be both compelling and
consistent. Or how the marketing budget can be better spent using social media rather than traditional media.
It also touches upon business topics such as - Value proposition, Joint ventures, Risk management. Legal
Factors - Property rights are also an area of concern for Felica Mobile as it needs to make significant Joint
ventures, Risk management infrastructure investment just to enter new market. MBA and EMBA professional
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can take advantage of these situations to - apply theoretical framework, recommend new processes, and use
quantitative methods to suggest course of action. Economic Factors - Foreign Exchange movement is also an
indicator of economic stability. Stephen P. Why you choose one course of action over the other.


